ENHANCING OUR TRADE AND STRATEGIC CAPABILITY $198.2m

- Maximising opportunities for Australian exporters to support trade diversification and to make best use of new opportunities
- Securing an open, inclusive and resilient Indo-Pacific by expanding our advocacy and cooperation with partners internationally
- Strengthening the rules-based trading system to help Australian businesses compete fairly in global markets, including through the WTO

SERVING AUSTRALIANS OVERSEAS $119.9m

- Supporting Australians to provide emergency assistance and consular service to Australians overseas, including when regular international travel resumes

OUR ECONOMIC RECOVERY

- $1.2b Support for the tourism and aviation sector through the $1.2 billion tourism and aviation package which includes 800,000 half-priced air fares to help drive tourism demand for interstate travel and support economic recovery in regional Australia
- $37.4m Fast-tracking simplified trade systems driving implementation of reforms to make trading simpler and cheaper for exporters and importers
- $112.8m Keeping global airlinks open supporting the movement of Australian products to international customers and enabling the import of goods in the national interest, through the International Freight Assistance Mechanism

HELPING OUR REGION

- $37.1m Supporting India over 2 years from 2020-21 with a COVID-19 response package

2021-22 OFFICIAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE

- $4b Contributing to a resilient Indo-Pacific through our Partnerships for Recovery - focusing on health security, stability and economic recovery as part of our annual ODA commitment
- $335m COVID-19 response additional temporary support to help our neighbors in the Pacific and Southeast Asia access and deliver vaccines, supporting India with a COVID-19 response package and address the economic and social impacts of the pandemic